Characteristics of perceptual grouping in rats.
Parametric analysis was made of the characteristics by which proximity and alignment serve as cues for perceptual grouping in rats. Rats were initially conditioned to discriminate a series of horizontal lines from vertical lines. Following training, rats were presented with test stimuli that consisted of bistable arrays of disjunct dots. A grouping cue (greater proximity, greater alignment, or both) was randomly assigned to either the horizontal or vertical orientation. The effectiveness of the cues was based on behavioral responses to the cued orientation. Results indicated that proximity served as a cue for perceptual grouping. The effectiveness of the proximity cue was less for rats than found previously in humans and, unlike humans, diminished with increased stimulus scale. Rats did not respond to alignment cues when used in isolation, although alignment facilitated grouping when used in conjunction with proximity cues. Diminished effectiveness of grouping cues likely reduces object recognition abilities, particularly for complex visual stimuli.